Guidelines to parents for summer vacation
Parents always deserve respect and honour for giving life,
love, care and to nurture their children. The most
overwhelming key to a child’s success is the positive
involvement of parents. So……
Here are some guidelines for parents during summer
vacations.
 Develop the habit of reading newspaper to the children.
 Keep a strict watch on them while they use mobile.
 Allow them to watch TV for a short duration.
 Ask them to play outdoor games.
 Ask them to help you in household affairs.
 Spend quality time with the children.

Holiday Home-work
Class V
English
1) Make a beautiful book mark using first letter of your name and tuck it
with thread in your English note-book.
2) Draw punctuation marks (full stop, comma ,question mark ,
exclamation ) and write 5 sentences using above mentioned marks.
3) Collect pictures of political news from news paper and make a collage
of these.
4) Do one page cursive writing daily.

NOTE :-Make a thin separate notebook for holiday home-work.

E.V.S
1) Paste the pictures of some spices on A4 sheet which help us to
make our food tasty. Learn their names also.
2) Write the ingredients and recipe to make mango shake on a A4
sheet and learn it to describe in the class.
3) Write the names of nutrients needed by our body on A4 sheet and
paste 2 pictures of each type.

MATHS

Do all maths holiday home work in a thin note book.
1. Find the mysterious number?
I am divisible by 3
I am an even number
I am the missing number,
in 48 ÷ ? =18
Who am I ?
2. Solve the following:
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3. Solve the following without calculator or paper – just your mind.
You have 1000,
Add 40,
Half it,
Subtract 150,
Add 30,
Multiply by 3
What is the result ?
rd
4. If 3 December 1990 is SUNDAY, What day is 3rd January 1991?
5. Solve the following using BODMAS?
7-7÷7+7×7-7

6.
a. Fourth multiple of 25 divide by two times of 5 = _____________
b. How many minutes are there in 1 day _______
7. If we remove F , L , R from A to Z.
a. Which letter will be in the middle of A to Z
b. Which letter will be ninth from the last?
8. What will be the next number in the series?
?
5, 11, 23, 47, 95,
9. Write down the four examples from daily life for the following topics
where they were used
a. Roman Numeral
b. Large Number
10.
a. Add the largest 3 digit number and smallest 4 digit number.
b. If largest 5 digit number is multiplied by smallest two digit number
then product will have how many number of digit?
11.Fill in , > , < , or =
a) Successor of 456

b) 1/3 of 180

5 times of 45.

Quarter of 500.

12.If I walk into a hall where there are 10 Children who are 10 years old
, 10 who are 11 years old and 10 who are 12 years old. How many
children are there in the hall ?
Art
1) Draw a Diwali /Holi view on a A4 sheet & colour it beautifully
Or
2) Make a peacock with the help of real feathers on a A4 sheet.
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